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When you look at the cars on the
grid with the current 2017 rules,
they are very close together in
performance. The rules are also
very new for the 2017 season, and
most teams that are based in
Europe and using the 2016
regulations, who have been running
all year, will not have access to the
new cars until they enter the 2018
season. For a team like GEOX
Dragon, which has only finished 6th
in the first half of this season and is
no doubt struggling with the new
2017 regulations, it is very hard to
change the direction of a team,
especially when the team is already
coming off a tough season. With a
little help from Sette Camara, GEOX
Dragon looks to have a good shot
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at 2019 though and things will
change after that. In the
meanwhile, SPEED’s news about
Sette Camara is good news for fans
of Formula E. Sette Camara’s
participation had seemed to be a
long shot, with, as we’ve seen,
Sette Camara’s entry into F3
European series being the first clue
that he was focused on road racing.
For more on the Fiat-Abarth project
that Sette is helping to develop,
read our report here. Heres the
thing, though - even though the
Marrakech track is an established,
reliable circuit with no concerns
about weather, there is no
opportunity to test out your
charger. After the event, youre
ready for the on-track action. Thats
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why Penske is getting the NIO 333
team a day later to check out the
situation, as well as the sim work
which is going on. While theres no
chance of sims really matching the
reality of the setting sun setting
over Marrakech, neither is there
any need to get their first day. If
you have any questions about the
NIO 333 Team or about whether or
not you think NIO can challenge the
backmarkers for the title, please
submit a Comment. The companys
primary concern is the safety of its
driver, but it has also sent Marcel
Weiss, whom we also sent a letter
from our CEO, to see what he can
do to ease the ride of Sette Camara
and NIO 333 Team.
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mike dinh, president of motorsport
australia, said: "we have been

impressed with the recent
progression of oliver as a driver and
we are excited to see him progress

in the next phase of his career.
oliver is a quick learner and we look
forward to watching his progress as

he joins the fda." oliver bearman
will also compete in a one-off event
in italy on 30 january, in the hands
of tony kart, during which he will

take part in a test day. next year he
will be part of the academy's final
testing program before the start of
the 2016 season, which will be held

in abu dhabi from 16 to 18
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november, prior to the first
championship race in maranello on
16 december. the fda will make its

worldwide final selection of the
2016 drivers at the japanese round

of the world series by renault in
macau on 28 march. sergio camara
was born in rio de janeiro on may
18, 1995. he is a brazilian racing

driver, currently racing in the
formula one series for the scuderia
alphatauri with the red bull team.

camara made his formula one
debut in formula two in 2018. he

has taken part in the young driver
programme with mclaren and red

bull in 2019. that said, i am a huge
fan of the 2020 formula one

championship, with many great
drivers and amazing races along
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the way. the cars have looked
incredible from the start of testing,
with the wider front wings on the
cars already making them look

even more stunning. another driver,
who impressed in the test days at

fiorano, is adam tonsen, a
norwegian who has already
impressed the ferrari driver

academy with his debut season in
the ats formel 3 series in the uk. he
is one of the three drivers who will

represent ats in the 2021 f3
championship. in addition to that,

he has also got the support of tony
kart, his scouting partner, for 2020.
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